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The objective of the design example is to demonstrate the basic steps to retrofit an existing wood frame building subject to the Los Angeles Ordinance 183983 and 184081, which amends Division 93 titled: “Mandatory Earthquake Hazard Reduction in Existing Wood-Frame Buildings with Soft, Weak, or Open-Front Walls”, referred to as “the Ordinance” in this document. It is important to point out that the example was created based on the latest draft of the Ordinance 183983 dated October 13, 2015, effective on November 22, 2015 and amended with Ordinance 184081 on January 28, 2016. Given that there may be amendments or slight alterations from this version, certain design requirements may differ in subsequent versions of the Ordinance.

The example demonstrates a prescriptive Ordinance-based approach to retrofit a building with an open-front wall line. Also discussed within the design guide are how capacity based design principles can be applied to wall line retrofits. Following the example of the prescriptive approach, a demonstration is given showing how FEMA P-discussion of key aspects of the Ordinance including the timeline, scope, and responsibilities of the design professional. Also provided are practical considerations that give design professionals insight into how to avoid/overcome design and constructability challenges.
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